August 1, 2019
Mumbai, India

ACG Acquires Pharma Processing Equipment Provider Xertecs GmbH
ACG Engineering - Designed in Europe, Made in India

ACG Engineering (ACGE) – part of ACG Group, the only supplier in the world offering end-toend manufacturing solutions for the pharmaceutical industry – has acquired Germany-based
pharma processing equipment company, Xertecs GmbH. The deal, which entails ACG
acquiring 100% shareholding, comes following a long and successful partnership between the
two entities.
For ACG Engineering, the acquisition provides a strong injection of European design into its
capabilities roster, as the Xertecs facility and team in Muellheim, Germany becomes a key
‘Center of Excellence’ to serve as ACG Innovation Centre Europe. The goal is to give customers
the best of both continents: sophisticated European design combined with Indian valuecentric
engineering
and
manufacturing.
Xertecs develops and implements processes, products and services for pharma companies
around the world. Its portfolio includes conceptualization; design engineering; prototype
development; automation design and integration into MES systems; development and
optimization of components; complete plant design including 3D modeling; process
optimization and delivery of new process equipment.
According to Richard Stedman, Group CEO, ACG Engineering, “This is a tremendous boost for
our commitment to create next-generation machines that serve our pharmaceutical and
nutraceutical customers. The Xertecs team brings best-in-class design and product
management skills to ACG Engineering. We are looking forward to developing a wide range
of innovative, ground-breaking equipment solutions and best-practice initiatives between the
two teams.”
Klaus Groeschel, Managing Director, Sales & Marketing for Xertecs added, “This represents a
great opportunity for ACG to meet global design standards throughout its product
portfolio. This is the next logical step in the relationship between our two businesses. The

team at Xertecs is very enthusiastic for the opportunity to continue contributing to ACG’s
global product offerings and service capabilities.”

About ACG
ACG group is the world’s only integrated pharma manufacturing solutions company
absolutely committed to delivering exceptional solutions to the global pharmaceutical
industry. The company’s diverse product range of Capsules, Films & Foils, Engineering, and
Inspection systems meets international regulatory requirements. ACG is committed to just
one goal: to offer everything needed for efficient capsule and tablet manufacturing.
ACG has over 5 decades of experience and is present in over 100 countries, with more than
4,500 associates around the world. Our customer-centric approach has won us many loyal,
satisfied customers and partners by nurturing relationships.
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